As a young woman, Jean Probst sought a small campus community and began a long relationship with Macalester College in Saint Paul. After graduating in 1949, Jean returned to Macalester as a math professor. Retiring from teaching in 1993, she sought another calling to serve her community. That calling brought her to Episcopal Homes of Minnesota. Jean began on the Episcopal Church Home (ECH) Board in 1995, continued service on the Foundation Board and eventually the Board of Trustees as Chairperson. Jean worked alongside Dusty Mairs to elevate focus on and work creatively to furnish a centralized chapel to meet the spiritual needs of residents. Board minutes from 2000 asked: What would help us envision ways to make ECH a better place to live? As initial plans emphasized incremental upgrades, Jean challenged leaders to think bigger and explore innovative housing and care models to position the organization for the future. The result was a $10,000,000 building campaign focused on residents’ needs for comfort and dignity, which included providing all private rooms, a new wing and complete interior upgrade to the Church Home. With Jean’s wisdom and persistence, an innovative Household Model was studied and implemented, bringing praise from senior housing advocates and residents alike. In 2014, she was recognized as Trustee of the Year by LeadingAge of Minnesota. Jean’s efforts align with Sister Annette’s early vision of building a place of comfort for aging adults and bringing a voice for those unable to speak for themselves. Both of these small communities are lucky to have Jean Probst as their wise counsel, advocate, and creative visionary.